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A model of plasma dynamics in the box of an ICRF (ion cy-
clotron radio-frequency) antenna without Faraday shield used for
the plasma heating in tokamaks is proposed. Formation of a
macroscopic layer of oscillating charge that plays a role of a shield
is predicted. Relation to phenomena observed in a scrape-off layer
plasma is discussed.

1. Introduction

It is well known that one of the main properties of
a plasma is its ability to redistribute charges so that
the stationary external electric field is shielded. Thus,
a calm bulk plasma remains quasineutral, meanwhile
the shielding charge forms sheaths localized around
boundary surfaces. The sheath potential balances
ion and electron fluxes to boundaries so to keep the
bulk plasma quasineutrality. We predict that a simi-
lar, however more complex, structure would appear in
the box of an unshielded ICRF antenna used for the
plasma heating in tokamaks. The structure is a macro-
scopic layer of oscillating charge, which is formed in
a laterally bounded strongly non-uniform magnetized
plasma under strong radio-frequency (RF) radiation.
We consider the formation of a charge layer, as well
as the shielding of the potential component of a RF
field and other observable effects for a typical geome-
try and plasma parameters of unshielded ICRF anten-
nas.

In present-day implementations in the ICRF antennas,
electromagnetic radiation is launched into a plasma by
arrays of antennas composed of current straps (termed
central conductors) running poloidally in a tokamak and
surrounded laterally by metallic walls, which form a pro-
tective antenna box (see Fig. 1). Since an early date,

ICRF experiments have been conducted with a Faraday
shield (FS) placed between the antenna and the plasma,
FS currently in use being composed of an array of metal-
lic blades placed over the mouth of the antenna box. FS
gives the electromagnetic radiation with favorable po-
larization and isolates the central conductors from the
edge plasma [1–3]. Positive effects of FS are neverthe-
less accompanied by adverse ones. These include the
suppression of the magnetic flux of the central conduc-
tor [4] and the sputtering of heavy ion impurities from
the shield surface due to the RF sheath effect [5–8].

After the re-evaluation of the role of FS [9], a num-
ber of experiments with unshielded antennas was fulfilled
on different tokamaks [10–18]. Most of them showed
the successful operation of an unshielded ICRF antenna,
others gave a degradation of heating parameters.

These experiments have motivated the development of
the model of plasma dynamics in an unshielded antenna
box given in the present paper, preliminary results of
which have been presented in references [19–21]. Plasma
behavior in the electric potential field driven by a central
conductor was self-consistently treated there. Later, the
inductive poloidal component of an electric field was ac-
counted in the extended model [22, 23]. The latter gave
additional data on a distribution of poloidal components
of an electric field and particle fluxes, but it showed at
the same time that the effect of a poloidal field on par-
ticle densities in an antenna box is rather small. Here,
to concentrate on the main effects in an antenna box,
we do not treat the inductive component of a RF field
self-consistently, but keep it in equations to discuss why
its influence is small.

In this paper, the distributions of particle densities
and the field along the box depth are examined, and
their variations on the RF time scale and the secular
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Fig. 1. Poloidal view of the antenna box with a toroidal extension
of 26 cm and a radial extension of 3 cm. The plasma layer of
thickness 3 cm in front of the box is also considered in the model.
The central conductor is taken to be the surface at x=3 cm of
width L=26 cm and to have a potential given by Eqs. (14), (15);
the walls of the box are at potential ϕ̄ = 0

evolution for an interval of hundreds of RF periods are
studied. The current flowing into the antenna box and
the power dissipation caused by the particle acceleration
in the drop of the potential between the plasma and the
grounded box (i.e. in the sheath) are calculated. Phe-
nomena observed in the scrape-off layer plasma during
the ICRF antenna operation such as a plasma density
profile modification, the generation of harmonics and a
stationary field, current rectification, and sheared E×B
poloidal flow are discussed.

Important issues for experiments include the evalua-
tion of a density profile modification by the RF field,
the power dissipation in sheaths, associated sputtering,
and current rectification. The experimental evidence of
sheath effects is reported in [24–26].

The focusing of the present work on very near-field,
electrostatic effects distinguishes it, in spirit, from works
[5–7], where the inductively driven electric field was en-
visaged. The ultimate modeling of this inductive field
in electrostatic terms in these references did not treat
the radial variations studied here. Interest in these vari-
ations is heightened by the absence of FS, which is an-
other distinguishing feature of our work.

2. Model

2.1. Basic equations

Periodic potential ≈ 20 kV applied to the central conduc-
tor produces a strong electrostatic field, which is shielded
in a space interval about 3 cm and is taken to dominate

the inductive effects in this region. The plasma dynamics
in the antenna box is determined by a balance between
the particle transport in the radial direction across mag-
netic lines and the particle escape to the box walls along
magnetic lines (Fig. 1).

It is known that the edge plasma is characterized by
a high level of turbulence which causes the anomalous
transverse diffusion. In stationary situations such as a
probe in a magnetic field [27–31] and the density and
potential profiles of a scrape-off layer plasma [32–34],
the cross-field diffusion is often considered without spec-
ification of a detailed mechanism. The transverse motion
is described by diffusion-type equations with anomalous
transport coefficients. To justify the diffusion approxi-
mation in the present non-stationary problem with RF
field, we start from the two-fluid MHD and Poisson equa-
tions. Assuming the poloidal (y) invariance, these equa-
tions read

∂

∂t
nα +

∂

∂x
(nαVαx) +

∂

∂z
(nαVαz) = 0, (1)

mαnα
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∂
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∂
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}
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(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
ϕ = 4πe (ne − ni) . (5)

Here, nα is the particle density, Vα – fluid velocity, mα

and qα – particle mass and charge, Tα – temperature, α –
species index, Ex, Ez – components of the potential field
characterized by potential ϕ, Ey – poloidal component
of the inductive field. For simplicity, we assume only one
ion species in Eq. (3) with qi = e.
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The effective collision frequency ν⊥α describes a
change in the particle momentum due to collisions with
a turbulent field. The magnitude of anomalous diffusion
coefficient observed in experiments, D ≈ 4 m2/s, cor-
responds to each effective collision frequency, being of
the order of the cyclotron frequency for its species, ωcα;
that is, of the order of or higher than the frequency of
the driving field. In view of this, the inertial terms in
Eqs. (2) and (3) are neglected, yielding the transverse
diffusion equations for particle densities in the RF case.

The system under consideration is strongly varying in
the radial direction, but quite uniform along the mag-
netic field lines due to the difference in transverse and
longitudinal box dimensions. Thus, the parallel invari-
ance holds to a fair degree in the rarefied plasma region
nearest to the central conductor. In the domain where
plasma is dense enough to form a thin sheath layer be-
tween the box wall and the bulk plasma, the uniformity
along magnetic lines in the bulk (i.e. outside the sheath)
region becomes even higher. This uniformity of the par-
ticle densities and the potential in the bulk region allows
us to introduce variables averaged over the box width ac-
cording to

n̄ =
1
L

L/2∫
−L/2

ndz. (6)

With neglect of inertial terms, the equations for
the averaged densities and the potential following from
Eqs. (1)–(3) and (5) take the form

∂n̄α
∂t
− ∂

∂x
Dαx

[
∂n̄α
∂x

+ n̄α
qα
Tα

(
∂ϕ̄

∂x
− ωcαĒy

ν⊥α

)]
+

+
2
L

[nVz]α = 0, (7)

∂2ϕ̄

∂x2
= 4πe (n̄e − n̄i) , (8)

where

Dα =
Tα
mα

ν⊥α
ν2
⊥α + ω2

cα

,

and ν⊥α are chosen to yield Dα = 4 m2/s. To close the
system of equations (6), (7), the fluxes to the walls at
z = ±L/2, [nVz]α, should be written in terms of n̄ and
ϕ̄.

2.2. Particle fluxes to the wall

I. Quasineutral plasma. The potential in the bulk
quasineutral plasma varies in the transverse x-direction
and remains flat in z along the magnetic lines. Almost
all the potential drop along magnetic lines between the
plasma and the grounded antenna box (ϕ = 0) occurs in
a near vicinity of the wall of the antenna box, namely
in the sheath. The sheath is formed on the time scale
given by the inverse electron plasma frequency, i.e. much
faster than on the RF scale. In accordance with the
probe theory [27–30] and studies of the RF sheath [7,35],
we assume that, in the absence of a substantial ac-
celerating field in the bulk region, particles enter the
sheath with velocities of the order of the thermal one,
VTe = (Te/me)1/2, for electrons and of the sound speed,
cs = ((Te + γTi)/mi)1/2, for ions with γ = 2 [11]. The
particle density, which determines the flux, is considered
to be the averaged density n̄α. When the potential dif-
ference between the bulk plasma and the wall (i.e. across
the sheath) is retarding, the flux is reduced in the sheath
by the Boltzmann factor, which corresponds to the ne-
glect of inertial terms in Eq. (4). This gives the particle
fluxes to the wall in the form

[nVz]i =

{
n̄icS (ϕ̄ > 0),
n̄icS exp(eϕ̄/Ti) (ϕ̄ < 0), (9)

[nVz]e =

{
n̄eVTe/

√
2π (ϕ̄ < 0),

n̄eVTe/
√

2π exp(−eϕ̄/Te) (ϕ̄ > 0).
(10)

II. Non-quasineutral plasma. In the 1D case, the
requirement of constant potential along the magnetic
lines (zero electric field) corresponds to the condition of
plasma quasineutrality. In the 2D case with radial (x)
variation, this requirement does not imply quasineutral-
ity; for example, in the slab (capacitor) geometry, an in-
finite sheet distribution of charge with limited transverse
extent and uniform one along magnetic lines produces a
variation of the potential only in the transverse direc-
tion. We further distinguish two cases relevant to the
present 2D case of a distribution under a relatively lim-
ited transverse x-dimension, which is additionally finite
in the z-direction: a) the total charge density at some
fixed radial position is of opposite sign relative to the
charge on the antenna (termed a “normal” population of
particles) and b) the charge has the same sign (termed
an “inverted” population of particles).

IIa. Non-quasineutral plasma, normal population of
particles. In the case where the population of particles at
some given layer is normal, the central conductor of the
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antenna constitutes one plate of the capacitor, and the
layer represents the other “plate” with opposite charge.
The electric field tends to have only a radial component
(outside a restricted fringing region at the “capacitor”
edges), the more as the opposed charge magnitudes be-
come equal. Therefore, we approximate the field compo-
nent along the magnetic lines as zero everywhere outside
the sheath. The same considerations as employed for a
1D quasineutral plasma can then be applied to this case
with particle fluxes taken in the form (9), (10).

IIb. Non-quasineutral plasma, inverted population of
particles. If the population of particles is inverted at
some given layer, this layer constitutes the other “plate”
of a capacitor with the same sign of charge as that on the
central conductor. The electric field topology is changed,
and the field directed along the magnetic lines penetrates
into the plasma further than the sheath thickness, unlike
the two previous cases I, IIa. This causes a higher rate of
particle expulsion along the magnetic lines to the walls
until the population in the layer becomes normal, where-
upon the flow proceeds in accordance with the previous
case. The enhanced fluxing from the layer with inverted
population takes place on a time scale shorter than the
RF period. This enhanced flux is heuristically modeled
as the averaged density times the velocity of free fall out
of the plasma at potential ϕ̄

[nVz]α = n̄α
√

2eϕ̄/mα. (11)

Summarizing in a form including Eqs. (9) and (10),
we take the particle fluxes to the walls as follows:

[nVz]i =


n̄icS + n̄i

√
2eϕ̄/mi ϑ(1− n̄e/n̄i)

(n̄i > n̄e, ϕ̄ > 0),
n̄icS (n̄i < n̄e, ϕ̄ > 0),
n̄icS exp(eϕ̄/Ti) (ϕ̄ < 0),

(12)

[nVz]e =


n̄eVTe/

√
2π+

+n̄e
√
−2eϕ̄/me ϑ(1− n̄i/n̄e)

(n̄i < n̄e, ϕ̄ < 0),
n̄eVTe/

√
2π (n̄i > n̄e, ϕ̄ < 0),

n̄eVTe/
√

2π exp(−eϕ̄/Te) (ϕ̄ > 0).

(13)

In Eqs. (12) and (13) the function ϑ((1−n̄α/n̄β)), with
properties ϑ(0) = 0 (normal population) and ϑ(1) = 1
(inverted population), is introduced as a factor. Being
a rounded step function, it smoothens the transition in
the flux terms between the cases of normal and inverted
populations. The enhanced flux terms in Eqs. (12) and

(13) play a crucial role in the general behavior of a par-
ticle density in the box. When, at some radial position
and at some instant, a layer has an inverted population
of particles, the additional flux causes fast – on the scale
of the RF period – return of the system to a state with
the normal population of particles. With the neglect of
such an expulsion, a non-neutralized tail on the decreas-
ing spatial distribution of ion density can persist in the
region of rare plasma nearest to the central conductor.
The evolution of the system is sensitive to the presence
of this non-physical tail.

2.3. Boundary conditions at the central
conductor and in front of the box

The boundary conditions for the potential and particle
densities at the position of the central conductor, x =
d(= 3 cm), are straightforward

ϕ̄(d) = ϕ0 sin(2πft) for RF excitation, (14)

and

ϕ̄(d) = ϕfl in the stationary state without RF, (15)

where the floating potential

ϕfl = (Te/e) ln(vTe/cS
√

2π).

We suppose that there is no plasma at this position

n̄i(d) = n̄e(d) = 0. (16)

The boundary conditions for particle densities may be
taken in another form than the homogeneous one with-
out a significant influence of the results.

To avoid an arbitrary specification of the boundary
condition at the box mouth, x = 0, we also consider
the plasma dynamics in front of the box. The same
equations (7) and (8) are applied over the same region
in z as inside the box, but with modified fluxes along the
magnetic lines:

[nVz]i =



n̄icS

[
1− exp

(
−e(ϕ̄− ϕfl)

Ti

)]
(ϕ̄ > ϕfl),

n̄icS

[
−1 + exp

(
e(ϕ̄− ϕfl)

Ti

)]
(ϕ̄ < ϕfl),

(17)
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[nVz]e =



n̄eVTe√
2π

[
−1 + exp

(
−e(ϕ̄− ϕfl)

Te

)]
(ϕ̄ > ϕfl),

n̄eVTe√
2π

[
1− exp

(
e(ϕ̄− ϕfl)

Te

)]
(ϕ̄ < ϕfl).

(18)

These relations describe the fluxes of charged parti-
cles in front of the box through imaginary surfaces at
z = ±L/2 in reaction to the z-variation of the potential,
which remains after the shielding by the plasma in the
antenna box. The first terms represent free-streaming
effluxes from the region with higher potential energy of
particles, and the second are particle influxes to the same
region suitably reduced by the Boltzmann factor, where
the potential is taken as ϕfl at large |z| (corresponding to
the scrape-off plasma making contact with a grounded
ϕ = 0 tokamak limiter). Due to the free flow of par-
ticles from the region toroidally beyond the box sides,
the potential in front of the box is shielded more effec-
tively than that in the presence of box walls (at a small
distance Δx ≈ 1 mm). Consequently, the particle den-
sity and potential profiles are rather insensitive to the
boundary condition imposed on the potential at x = −d
(= −3 cm), the first of the following conditions:

∂ϕ̄

∂x
(−d) = k (ϕ̄(−d)− ϕfl) ,

n̄i(−d) = n0,
n̄e(−d) = n0.

(19)

The first condition states that the potential decays
in the plasma to the floating value with characteristic
length k−1. At the box mouth interface, x = 0, the par-
ticle densities and fluxes, potential, and radial electric
field are continuous:

n̄α(+0) = n̄α(−0),

[
∂n̄α
∂x

+ n̄α
qα
Tα

(
∂ϕ̄

∂x
− ωcαĒy

ν⊥α

)]
+0

=

=
[
∂n̄α
∂x

+ n̄α
qα
Tα

(
∂ϕ̄

∂x
− ωcαĒy

ν⊥α

)]
−0

,

ϕ̄(+0) = ϕ̄(−0),

∂ϕ̄

∂x
(+0) =

∂ϕ̄

∂x
(−0). (20)

Thus, the model describes two plasmas, inside the an-
tenna box and in front of the box, which are governed by
the same system of equations (7), (8), but with different
fluxes along the magnetic lines. Equations (12) and (13)
give the fluxes for plasma particles to the walls inside the
box. These fluxes are subdivided into the normal (ϑ = 0)
and inverted (ϑ = 1) cases, the former coinciding with
the result of the probe theory, and the latter reflect-
ing an increased flux due to the enhanced penetration
of the electric field component parallel to the magnetic
field. The inverted state evolves rapidly on the scale of
the RF period. In this case, the excess particles with
inverted population are expelled with a velocity faster
than the thermal one until the inverted layer becomes
normal. After this, the expulsion will continue, but with
the thermal velocity. In front of the box at the toroidal
position of the box wall, there is no solid boundary, and
particle flow along the magnetic lines is free in both di-
rections. Equations (17) and (18) describe the fluxes
in front of the antenna box at this position. The equa-
tions describing the two plasmas are coupled through the
boundary conditions (20) at the common interface x = 0.
In addition, the solution for the plasma inside the box
must satisfy the boundary conditions (14)–(16) at x = d
(central conductor), and that for the plasma outside the
box at x = −d satisfies the boundary conditions (19).

3. Particle Densities and Potential

The equations obtained in the previous section have
been solved numerically, and the results are given be-
low. Deuterium plasma parameters, taken in the nu-
merical simulations, are as follows: 0.5 × 1018 m−3 ≤
n̄α(x = −3 cm) ≤ 2× 1019 m−3, mi = 2mp, Ti = 60 eV,
Te = 30 eV, B0 = 3T , f = 3 × 107 Hz, ϕ0 = 20 kV,
D = 4 m2/s, k = 12.1 m−1. The results presented in the
figures relate to n̄α(x = −3 cm)= n0 = 2 × 1018 m−3.
In the figures, the particle density is normalized to n0

and U = eϕ̄/Te is the dimensionless potential. In the
calculations, we omit the poloidal component of the in-
ductive field Ey from Eqs. (7) and (20); the effect of
Ey was considered in works [22, 23] and is discussed in
Section 5.

3.1. Evolution in the early stage

The early stage of evolution of the particle density and
the self-consistent potential from the stationary state
without RF field is presented in Figs. 2–4 for the up-
per part of the box. The time interval extends over the
first 45 periods after the RF potential is applied, f being
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the ion density n̄i/n0 over the first 45 periods
after RF voltage is applied. The time interval between two lines
is taken as 1.125 RF period f−1 to give the slower stroboscopic
view of oscillations. The upper part of the antenna box is shown,
for x between 0.4 and 1.2 cm (see Fig. 1)

Fig. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but showing the electron density in place
of ion one. Electron expulsion proceeds with a larger oscillation
than that of ions

the applied frequency. The greatly reduced number of
oscillations is due to the stroboscopic sampling. Because
of a larger mass, the ion expulsion from the density tail
(Fig. 2) proceeds with moderate oscillations in the ion
density, whereas the expulsion for electrons (Fig. 3) takes
place with larger oscillations. A concurrent widening of
the region with very rare plasma occurs, as was seen

Fig. 4. Evolution of the potential U = eϕ̄/Te with same time
interval and stroboscopic sampling as in Figs. 2 and 3. The upper
part of the antenna box is shown, for x between 0 and 0.8 cm
(see Fig. 1). The directions of both x and t axes are changed as
compared with Figs. 2 and 3 for a better view. The penetration of
the potential into the plasma corresponds to a relative depletion
of the density tail

in experiment [36]. The evolution of the self-consistent
potential is shown in Fig. 4 (in this figure, the direc-
tion of the x and t-axes has been switched for a better
view). The penetration of the potential into the plasma
proceeds simultaneously with the above expulsion of par-
ticles from the density tail. The potential in the dense
plasma domain, where a sheath is formed at the wall, ex-
hibits asymmetrically positive oscillations with respect
to the dimensionless floating potential Ufl = 2.381; this
will appear even more clearly in the case of converged
steady-state oscillations (at x = 0 in Fig. 10). When the
potential in the plasma gets below the floating value,
this results in the intense flow of electrons out of the
plasma with velocities typically of the order of the elec-
tron thermal velocity. The plasma becomes more posi-
tively charged, and its potential returns to a value close
to the floating potential, such relaxation being rapid on
the RF time scale. In the theory of a RF sheath, where
the bulk plasma is quasineutral, this phenomenon leads
to the RF sheath rectification effect [5–7, 37]; in the case
under consideration, the plasma may lose its quasineu-
trality.

3.2. Layered structure

After several hundreds of RF periods, the evolution be-
comes very slow with changes in quantities over succes-
sive periods with the doubling of the time interval giving
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Fig. 5. Plasma (ion) density n̄i/n0 over one period, 800 RF periods
after the RF voltage was applied. The upper part of the box is
shown, for x between 0 and 1 cm (see Fig. 1)

Fig. 6. Same ion density as in Fig. 5 but with higher resolution
making the oscillations more visible

no visible change on the graphical output, by indicating
the numerical convergence. At this stage, the plasma
has been expelled from the region near the central con-
ductor, as is shown in Fig. 5 (see also Fig. 12), this is
effectively a vacuum region. There follows a region of
steep increase in the density. If we consider the antenna
central conductor as one plate of the capacitor, the re-
gion, where plasma begins to be dense, forms the other
“plate” or charged layer, where the charge density varies
strongly each half-period. Here, the main shielding of
the antenna potential takes place. Oscillations of the
ion and electron densities in this region, with higher res-

Fig. 7. Plotted oscillations in the electron density n̄e/n0 have a
larger amplitude than the corresponding ion oscillations (Fig. 6),
and are in opposite phase

Fig. 8. Difference in the ion and electron densities, (n̄i − n̄e)/n0,
over one period, 800 RF periods after RF voltage was applied.
Charge separation is localized to a layer with a thickness of several
mm coinciding with the position, where the potential has a large
radial second derivative

olution than in Fig. 5, are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The
densities oscillate in opposite phases, and the amplitude
of electron density oscillations is higher than that of ions.
(When the frequency of the driving potential increases,
this asymmetry becomes more pronounced). Figure 8
shows that the charge separation (difference in the ion
and electron densities) is localized to a region near the
box mouth (x = 0). Further toward the exterior of the
box, there follows the region of quasineutral plasma, be-
ginning either inside or outside the box depending on
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Fig. 9. Distribution of the scaled potential U = eϕ̄/Te over one
period, 800 periods after the application of excitation (stationary
regime). The flat region at negative x shows that the effective
shielding takes place in a vicinity of the mouth of the box. High
spatial second derivative corresponds to the domain of large charge
separation (see Fig. 8)

the density at the box mouth. The potential distribution
(Fig. 9) reflects a variation of particle density profiles. In
the vacuum region, the potential drop is linear, of course.
There follows the region of a high radial second deriva-
tive corresponding to the high charge separation. Pro-
ceeding further into the quasineutral plasma, the poten-
tial flattens, i.e., the electric field is essentially shielded.
Except for the vacuum region, the potential does not get
substantially below the floating value, as was discussed
in the previous section. Thus, we can distinguish three
different regions in the antenna box. Since the plasma is
strongly expelled to the walls, the region nearest to the
central conductor is essentially a vacuum one with a lin-
ear radial variation of the potential; a considerable drop
of the potential occurs along the magnetic lines in this
vacuum region. Despite this fact, the sputtering is not
dangerous, since the extremely low plasma density pre-
cludes a thin sheath being formed. Relatively few ions
that are present cannot be accelerated across the broad
potential drop in a half period. Near the mouth of the
box, there is a second region of a comparatively dense
plasma with high oscillating charge density, the charged
layer. The rest of the potential drop over x occurs in this
region, where the potential is shielded; still further out
of the box, there is the third region, where the electric
field is relatively weak. For a low density at the mouth
of the box, ni < 0.5×1018 m−3, and the potential at the

Fig. 10. Higher resolution plot of the potential of Fig. 9 show-
ing the shielding to the floating value Ufl = 2.381 at one or two
millimeters in front of the box mouth

central conductor of 20 kV, the charged layer extends to
the mouth of the box. If the plasma at the box mouth is
appreciably more dense than this value, the bulk of the
shielding is completed at some distance inside the box.
The most intense sputtering due to the RF sheath ef-
fect can be expected around that radial position, where,
on the one hand, the plasma density has become suffi-
ciently high to form a thin sheath at the box wall, and,
on the other hand, the potential is still large enough to
maintain the sputtering.

4. Effects of a RF Potential Field on Plasma
Near the Antenna

4.1. Generation of harmonics

As mentioned in Section 3.2, for a low plasma density
at the mouth of the box, n̄i(x = 0) < 0.5 × 1018 m−3,
the electric field penetrates into the layers in front of
the box mouth, where it is shielded by the scrape-off
layer plasma. Due to the large difference in the ion and
electron masses (hence, in thermal velocities) and to the
strongly non-linear plasma dynamics, there is a consid-
erable asymmetry in the shielding of the antenna po-
tential between the two half-periods of RF oscillations.
The sinusoidal time variation of the potential at the cen-
tral conductor is converted to a strongly non-sinusoidal
signal at the box mouth (Fig. 10). The Fourier decom-
position of this signal in a time series would contain har-
monics. Indeed, the strong first harmonic signal with a
significant parallel component of the field, pointing to
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the electrostatic type of excitation, and with the ampli-
tude of the same order as that of the fundamental one
has been observed in front of the antenna box in exper-
iments [24].

4.2. Generation of a stationary electric field

Along with harmonics, the RF field produces a station-
ary potential, which exhibits a 312 V hump (Fig. 11).
This non-monotonic behavior can be understood as a
consequence of the RF sheath rectification effect. At the
position of the central conductor, the plasma is very rar-
efied, so the averaged potential is zero here. At the box
mouth, the potential is shielded, and the amplitude of its
oscillation is small. Consequently, the rectified potential
is close to a floating of ' 71.4 V. So, the rectified poten-
tial has a profile with maximum at a position, where the
plasma is dense enough to form a sheath and, hence, to
rectify, yet not so dense as to have strongly shielded the
potential oscillations. The ion density at the position,
where the DC potential is maximum, is ∼ 1015 m−3,
and the greatest sputtering of ions from the walls due
to the acceleration of plasma ions in the rectified poten-
tial can be expected beyond this radial position toward
a denser plasma. The peak value of the rectified po-
tential and the density at the position, where the DC
potential has a maximum, depend only weakly on the
density at x = −d (boundary condition); the location of
the maximum does, however, depend on this boundary
density.

When the RF potential is not completely shielded
within the antenna box, this causes the generation of
a DC potential in front of the box. For the density
n̄i(x = −3) > 1019 m−3, the magnitude of stationary
potential at the box mouth deviates from the floating
one by less than 11% of the latter. For a lower density
n̄i(x = −3) < 1018 m−3, when the shielding is less effec-
tive, this deviation of the stationary potential is higher
than 131%. In front of the box, this potential drops to
the floating value within a distance of several millime-
ters, creating a strong radial DC electric field. The DC
component of the potential can extend toroidally to a
large distance much further than that for the AC compo-
nent. In the region exterior to the box, but in its shadow
(the region populated by the magnetic field lines, which
intersect the box), the DC potential is driven by the RF
field fringing from the box mouth and, hence, is sourced
at the level of the mouth. It is thus plausible to an-
ticipate a maximum in the DC potential at this radial
level. Such a profile of the DC potential in the scrape-off

Fig. 11. DC component of U = eϕ̄/Te after 800 periods with a
maximum inside the box and a descent to the floating potential
outside it

layer has been observed in experiments with a shielded
antenna [38].

4.3. Sheared poloidal flow

The DC component of the radial electric field can pro-
duce E×B stationary poloidal particle flows. Since the
DC component of the potential field changes its sign in-
side the box, the particle flow due to E × B drift will
have opposite directions on different sides of the poten-
tial maximum. Outside the box, the toroidally extended
maximum of the DC potential just discussed should sim-
ilarly drive a sheared flow. Though beyond the scope of
the present poloidally invariant model, one might spec-
ulate as to a possible role such poloidal flow might play
in the particle balance.

4.4. Density profile modification

Application of RF heating causes a drop of the density
inside the box in the region of a strong electric field.
Nonetheless, the particle flow along magnetic lines to
the region in front of the antenna box (see Eqs. (17) and
(18)) leads to an increase of the particle density in front
of the box mouth in Fig. 12 (for comparison, a calcula-
tion done with no inflow of particles into the region in
front of the box shows that the density drops everywhere
in x). Though such an increase is in correspondence with
certain experiments done with shielded antennas [38–40],
one should accept the numerical result with some cau-
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Fig. 12. Time-averaged ion density profile before (curve A), and
800 periods after the RF excitation (curve B)

tion in view of the heuristic modeling embodied in the
cited flow equations.

4.5. Power dissipation

The dissipation of the electric field energy in the antenna
box occurs due to the acceleration of plasma particles
along the magnetic field into the wall; the given drop of
potential is located mainly in the sheath, such parasitic
losses are dominated by the dissipation in the sheath.
The power dissipation is taken as the average over the
RF period of the integral of the product of the current
density by the potential drop between the plasma and
the grounded box wall over the antenna side walls:

P = 2hf

1/f∫
0

dt

d∫
0

dx eϕ ([nVz]i − [nVz]e) . (21)

Here, h is the poloidal extension of the antenna box
= 0.7 m, and the fluxes [nVz]α are given by Eqs. (12)
and (13). The power dissipations are, respectively, 10.0,
11.6, 15.5, and 18.4 kW for n0 = 1, 2, 10, and 20×1018

m−3. A higher plasma density at the mouth of the box
favors the current flow to the walls insofar as it increases
charge carrier density. At the same time, it gives a better
shielding of the potential inside the box. The variation
of power dissipation with the density at the box mouth
is a result of the competition between these effects: an
increase of the current and a decrease of the potential.
From the above figures, one indeed sees the non-linear
dependence of the order-of-magnitude increase in the

density causing a mere doubling of the power dissipa-
tion in the box. Without RF, as can be expected, the
dissipated power is negligible (to within a precision of
10 W or less).

4.6. Current rectification

The RF field brings change in the net current that flows
to the walls of the antenna box. This current is com-
posed of two contributions. The first comes from the
current, which flows into the box mouth and arrives at
the walls from their inner sides; the second represents
the current that impinges on the exterior of the box walls
from the scrape-off layer.

In Table, we give various total current components
flowing to the inner box walls of a poloidal extent of
0.7 m. These are the net current JRF (with RF excita-
tion), ion component J iRF, and electron component JeRF.
Without RF, the electron current Jest that comes from
the antenna box mouth cancels the ion current J ist, giv-
ing no total current Jst. There is also no z-wise flow
of charged particles in front of the antenna box in this
case. The RF excitation causes a growth of the potential
in front of the box mouth (see Figs. 10 and 11), which
attracts electrons to the region in front of the box and in
a less degree repels ions. The electron current into the
box mouth, JeRF, is now not balanced by the ion current
J iRF, giving a net negative current to the box wall. From
comparison of the ion J iRF and electron JeRF currents at
various densities, it can be seen that the absolute value of
the current of either species is larger, if the plasma den-
sity at the box mouth is higher. But their sum, which
corresponds to the net current, is a non-monotonic func-
tion of the density. Thus, at n0 = 1019 m−3, the total
current JRF = −38.3 A gets its local maximum.

In experiments with FS, the box of an active antenna
was found to draw an electron current of the order of
100 A during the RF heating, while the ion current
was found to flow to the box of a second passive an-
tenna [24–26]. Though the result without FS given in
Table falls below this range measured with FS, it must
be kept in mind that Table includes only that part of

T a b l e. Different current components (in A) flowing
into the box mouth and, hence, to the walls from its inte-
rior. The components are given under RF excitation for
three indicated densities n0 at the radial position x = −3

cm
n0 1018 m−3 2× 1018 m−3 2× 1019 m−3

Je
RF –21.9 –36.4 –106.7

Ji
RF 1.5 4.2 70.6

JRF –20.4 –32.2 –36.1
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the current, which flows into the box mouth, by com-
ing to the box walls from their inner sides. As already
mentioned, another contribution can be given by the
electron current that flows to the outer side of the an-
tenna box walls from its shadow region. The reason
for this is as follows. As shown in the previous sec-
tions, there is a potential oscillation just in front of
the box of the active antenna. This alternating po-
tential can penetrate radially into the shadow region of
the antenna box, by causing a varying potential differ-
ence between the plasma in the box shadow and the
grounded walls of the box. This potential is mostly
above the floating value, but it oscillates below this
value (see Fig. 10), by allowing the electron current
to flow to active antenna’s outer box walls in propor-
tion to the high electron thermal velocity. The poten-
tial oscillation driven at the active antenna is damped
toroidally, but the DC component of the potential pen-
etrates toroidally to a much further distance than the
fundamental and higher harmonics. It can easily reach
the box of the passive antenna. The value of DC poten-
tial averaged over the RF period is above the floating
value (see Fig. 11), by implying a net positive current
to the wall of the passive antenna. Insofar as the to-
tal net current to the boxes of active and passive an-
tennas should be zero, the net negative current must
flow to the box of an active antenna to balance the
net positive current flowing to the walls of a passive
antenna. We mention the analogous considerations ap-
plied to the case of a different antenna geometry in [41].
Taking the DC potential at the box mouth (x = 0)
to be as that in Fig. 11 and to persist over the outer
box walls over a region Δx of the order of one or two
centimeters, one finds the ion current density flowing
to the passive antenna wall to be of the order of the
Bohm value over Δx, with the total current over the
0.7 m poloidal box length being of the order of hundreds
of Amperes. This corresponds to what was observed
in experiments albeit done with FS. A more detailed
calculation of this value falls outside the mathemati-
cal framework of our numerical model. Thus, the cur-
rent rectification effect can be explained, at least qual-
itatively, on the basis of the foregoing considerations.
The part of this current that comes into the box is di-
rectly calculated. An additional current component flow-
ing to the outer side of the box wall can be explained
from the penetration of the potential in front of the
antenna box, also calculated in the model, with addi-
tional consideration of a spatial variation of this poten-
tial, radially and toroidally, in the shadow of the antenna
box.

5. Discussion

The main elements of the dynamics of the plasma in an
antenna box are quite general, comprising a balance of
transverse and parallel particle transports coupled with
shielding an external potential applied to the antenna
central conductor. Should the particular transport pro-
cess be changed, this will quantitatively influence the re-
sults, but will not qualitatively change the layered struc-
ture, which is formed in the antenna box during the RF
excitation. Calculations have been made to check the
sensitivity of results to the driving potential and plasma
parameters, as well as to the certain assumptions of the
model. Here, we briefly discuss to what extent a modi-
fication of the results can be expected.

When the frequency of the driven potential is low,
f ∼ cS/L, the oscillation amplitudes of the two species
are rather similar. At a high frequency, the shielding is
due to more mobile electrons, with a variation of the ion
density on the RF time scale becoming small. In this
respect, the ion behavior resembles the high-frequency
regime in a RF sheath [6, 7, 35], where ions move in the
averaged potential and do not react to rapid oscillations.

With increase in the amplitude of the driving poten-
tial, the vacuum region becomes wider, and the charged
layer is shifted to the box mouth. If the plasma density
at the box mouth is not sufficient, a temporal variation
of the potential extends to the layers in front of the box.
The efficiency of the plasma shielding depends not only
on the density, but also on the particle thermal velocity,
especially that of ions. For higher velocities, the charged
layer is thinner; in the opposite case, a lower degree of
charge separation requires a thicker layer in order to ac-
cumulate the same charge during one half-period.

The effect of the poloidal component of the inductive
field, Ey, has been considered in the extended model [22,
23]. It was found that Ey slightly varies in the radial
direction, so there was only a minor effect on the density
and potential profiles. This agrees with the assumptions
of the present model (cf. Eqs. (7) and (20)) in view of
the enormous effect of the potential field itself.

6. Conclusions

A model of self-consistent plasma dynamics in an an-
tenna box with driven RF potential is proposed. The
description of the transverse particle motion in a highly
turbulent state typical of tokamak edge plasmas is re-
duced to a diffusion-type equation on the time scale of
a RF variation. For the parallel motion, the standard
probe theory has been generalized to the case of non-
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quasineutral plasma. The non-linear equations of the
model are treated numerically. Evolution of the par-
ticle density and potential radial profiles from a quies-
cent initial state through to an asymptotic oscillatory
state with applied RF voltage, as well as their variation
during a single RF period, haves been studied. Over
the transient interval connecting the two limit states,
the plasma density in a vicinity of the central conduc-
tor drops, and a layered structure is formed, a sublayer
of this structure playing the role of a Faraday shield.
The structure consists of: (i) – vacuum region near the
antenna central conductor, (ii) – intermediate region of
a non-quasineutral plasma with oscillating charge, and
(iii) – quasineutral region, where the antenna potential
has been shielded. The antenna potential is essentially
shielded by the charged layer (ii), this layer and the cen-
tral conductor constituting the two “plates” of a capaci-
tor.

The electric field power dissipation in the sheath at the
antenna box walls has been calculated for self-consistent
density and potential profiles; it is found to be small (of
the order of 10–20 kW) in comparison with the radiated
power (of the order of 1 MW). The rectified potential
inside the box has a maximum ∼ 300 V, with the corre-
sponding ion density at this radial position ∼ 1015 m−3,
a possible cause of the sputtering of ions from the walls
of the antenna box. However, the walls at this position
are composed of carbon, being in fact portions of the
antenna side limiters. Hence, the plasma contamination
from the sputtering is not so critical as that in the case
of a Faraday shield subjected to the RF sheath effect
at its metallic surfaces. These findings support the idea
that the ICRF antennas can operate without a Faraday
shield.

The model points to the sole presence of a RF poten-
tial electric field to be sufficient for the generation of a
number of phenomena observed in scrape-off layer plas-
mas, including the plasma density profile modification,
current rectification, as well as harmonic and station-
ary field components. The last one plausibly drives a
sheared E×B poloidal flow.

The author is grateful to members of the Laboratory
of Plasma Physics ERM-KMS in Brussels for valuable
discussions on particular problems of tokamak plasma.
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УТВОРЕННЯ ЗАРЯДЖЕНОГО ШАРУ В ОБМЕЖЕНIЙ
НЕОДНОРIДНIЙ ЗАМАГНIЧЕНIЙ ПЛАЗМI У ВЧ ПОЛI

В.I.Засенко

Р е з ю м е

Запропоновано модель динамiки плазми у патрубку радiоча-
стотної антени без фарадеєвого екрана, що застосовується для
нагрiвання плазми в токамаках. Передбачено утворення ма-
кроскопiчного шару осцилюючого заряду, що виконує роль
екрана. Обговорюється зв’язок з явищами, що спостерiгались
у периферiйнiй плазмi токамакiв.
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